


Installing and commissioning: intro

Installing and Commissioning

Receiving equipment is more than saying: “Thank you”

What would you check before you pay the bill 
?  

When a new item of equipment is introduced into 
the health service, you must make sure that it is:

• complete
• safe
• reliable
• functioning properly 

before it is used. Equipment that is not reliable or is 
not functioning properly can be dangerous.
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Installing and commissioning: a systematic approach

1. Receive the equipment 
• receive equipment on site
• check: according to given logistics specifications 
• check for damage

2. Unpack, Assemble & Install 
3. Commission 

• perform safety tests 
• functional tests 
• official acceptance

4. (Initial) User Training

5. Registration: entering new equipment into the 
records

6. Handover 

‘commissioning’ = officially accepting as safe and correct

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

The Acceptance Test Logsheet has sections that cover 
all the components of the acceptance process (list on 
left side of this page). All sections need to be 
completed and signed off to indicate that the activity 
has been successfully completed. 

Once the Acceptance Test logsheet has been fully 
completed, it is signed off by the Commissioning 
Team to certify that the equipment and services are 
satisfactory. 

Only then can payment be made.
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Installing and commissioning

Each health facility should have an official Acceptance Process for equipment that arrives on 
site… 

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

a Commissioning Team, reporting to the Medical Equipment Management Committee, can 
include:

• ME Manager 
• maintenance staff
• Purchasing and Supplies Officer 
• Stores Controller 
• Support Services Manager 
• representatives from equipment user departments (as appropriate to the equipment 

being considered)
• where necessary, stores and grounds staff to help move and open crates.

The Medical Equipment Management Committee has overall responsibility for ensuring that the 
acceptance process is carried out, while the Medical Equipment Manager is in charge of all ‘technical’ 

components.
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Installing and commissioning: simple case

• Installation: use a test meter to check the electricity supply of the socket 
outlet, and then simply plug in the lamp.

• Commissioning: use a test meter to check the electrical safety of the lamp so 
that it will not give the operator an electric shock. 

• Initial training: ensure that the operator knows where the on/off switch is, 
how to handle the light bulb, and how to change the angle of the head 
without pulling the lamp over.

The acceptance process is straightforward for common low-technology items that are simple to use.

 For example, for a mobile examination lamp:
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1.  Reception of equipment on site: Major Equipment

Once the goods are unloaded, the driver will need a copy of the signed delivery note before they can 
leave. The Stores Controller should sign off the delivery note, stating that they are simply signing for the 
total number of cases and their condition, and not verifying the correctness or condition of the contents, 
as you are unlikely to be able to do this while the driver waits.

Equipment must be delivered to a specially designated area, in which the crates can be kept safely and 
securely until the equipment is officially accepted and signed for. The equipment should not be delivered 
directly to a clinical department, where users may assume that it is ready and safe for use. The only 
exception to this rule would be very large equipment items, which must be delivered to the place where 
they will be installed.

The designated delivery area must be clean and properly secured, e.g. the health facility’s main 
store, the maintenance workshop,…

Lifting equipment (such as cranes, forklift trucks, stores trolley, etc.) may be needed to help unload 
heavy or large equipment.
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1.  Reception of equipment on site: Preparation

Documents needed: 
• Copy of purchase order
• Shipping documents
• Packing list
• Delivery note
• acceptance test log-sheet / fault report form

Tools needed
• Hand trolley, fork lift, people?
• Tools to open the boxes (crowbars, …)

People needed
• …..
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2.  Unpacking and inspecting equipment orders (continued)

• Check that all purchased consumables, accessories and spare parts are included
• Keep these supplies in cool, safe place until these can be issued and/or permanently stored
• check that operating manual, service manual and any assembly and installation instructions 

are included
• notify supplier if documentation is missing or mistaken (wrong language…)

Package

• sign and date all relevant documents to show that the contents of the delivery was 
correct.

• record any discrepancies between documents and delivery contents on the documents 
themselves and on the Fault Report form

• Use the complaints procedure to investigate any discrepancies
• complete the relevant sections of the Acceptance Test log sheet

Record 
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2.  Preparing site for installation of medical equipment
• While planning for the equipment you should have estimated installation costs for inclusion in your 

budget.
• When preparing the purchase contract, you will already have decided who should do the work
• Site preparation team has installed taps, circuit breakers, pipe junctions, connectors, socket outlets, …

Previously: 

• there is enough space for the equipment 
• power as per specification is available 
• water, if required, is available
• sufficient light and ventilation is available in the installation room   

Make certain 
that: 

• Insulation testing instruments to test insulation and earth connections
• Safety analyzer to test that equipment conforms to IEC 60101. If not available, hire one !

Prepare Tools

Time planning, 
liaise with Users

• How long will the installation and commissioning take? 
• What will be the impact on the department, floor or entire facility during the installation? 
• Will it be necessary to move patients and for how long? What other activities may be interrupted?
• When are the installation team likely to work? What hours of the day ? Over the weekend ? 

Attendance 
during installation

• In house maintenance staff to help & learn ?
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2.  Assembling components

To determine what personnel should be involved in assembly and installation, ask yourself: 
• How complex is the equipment? 

 The more complex an item, the more likely you need the help of the manufacturer/representative

• Do you have the necessary skills? 
 If your team does not have the technical understanding, ask for assistance (from a contractor).

• Are you buying one item or buying in bulk?
 If you are only buying one item it may not be worth the expense of getting the manufacturer’s help. 

Your team can manage with written guidance from the manufacturer. However, if you are buying 
large quantities of the same product it may be worthwhile to contracting the manufacturer to 
undertake the installation, commissioning, and initial training at as many locations as necessary.

Assembly:  the steps required to put equipment back together again if it was dismantled for shipment.

Do you have the Instruction for Assembling ? 
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3.  Commissioning

• Check availability of documents available (manuals, instructions, …)
• Prepare equipment, plug in, attach accessories, warming up, self check (?), …

Prepare

• Adequate insulation and earth connections
• Verify that tests for compliance with IEC 60101 electrical and medical safety standards to guarantee 

patient and operator safety have been done. 
• If harmful radiation is produced (X-rays) carry out tests to ensure correct calibration and safe use. 
• regardless of whether equipment is purchased, donated, or leased. 

Safety tests

• Run manufacturer defined protocols on phantoms, known samples, 
• Process a few control samples (users and maintainers to cooperate in these tests) 

Function tests

Calibration • Adjust equipment to local climate, altitude, etc. so readings are true (air conditioners, …)
• Execute manufacturer defined calibration procedures; verify !  (e.g. autoclave)

Record results • Keep records of all test results – store in the Equipment file
• Note any technical issues
• Fill in relevant sections of Acceptance Test logsheet
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3.  Conducting safety tests: Earthing
Human and animal bodies are electrical conductors. The passage of electrical current through the body can cause 
burns, or such severe muscle cramp that the victims are unable to free themselves from the point of contact. 

If electricity flows through the human heart it causes irregular heartbeats. If it is not possible for someone to switch off 
the electrical source immediately, the individual will be unable to breathe and the heart will soon stop beating. 

The seriousness of the electrical accident will depend on the intensity of the current flowing through the body. Earth 
leakage currents exceeding 25 milli-amperes can be dangerous and become fatal. 

Earthing is by far the most important factor 
determining safety of equipment and installations.

Common earthing errors
• No earth is provided at all.
• Poor earth (impedance > 0.3 Ohms), because: 

- earth wires are thin or broken
- earth rod is too short or only buried 

shallowly
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3.  Commissioning

Once the equipment has passed its safety, calibration, and function 
tests, the Commissioning Team is in a position to:

• officially accept that the equipment has been received in a 
satisfactory condition, and

• officially accept the equipment as your property.
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3.  Commissioning: no good, no pass

 Compare your original purchase contract with what you received. The equipment will not pass the test 
if: 

 goods are damaged
 the order is incomplete
 It is the wrong product
 the product doesn’t fit specifications, doesn’t fulfill function
 the service is not as agreed (e.g. training)

If there are problems with goods or services, a Fault Report should be written on the equipment’s 
shortcomings, outlining the problems. Then, negotiations with the supplier are started. 
You do not accept or use (or pay for) the equipment until these issues have been resolved.

 The person contacting the supplier should be senior and have enough clinical and technical knowledge
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4.  Conduct user training
Who needs to be 
trained ? 

• User staff that will be involved with:  handling, operation, application, cleaning, safety, PPM
• Maintenance staff that will be involved with operation, cleaning, safety, PPM, repair, …
• any staff that can be trained as trainers.  Sometimes in-depth training is given only to very 

few staff members who, at a later stage, will train the rest of the users. 

• How many staff did not attend training session, require training ?
• Which trainer or previously trained staff can do re-training ?
• How many session re-training, when ? 

Follow up

• Different types of training for different staff ?
• Multiple training sessions ?
• How long will the training take ?
• Booking at training site (room hire)
• Travel, accommodation, etc. for trainers; fees ?
• training materials, teaching equipment, visual aids

Organize

Who will be the 
trainer ? 

• If the equipment is unfamiliar, training should be carried out by the supplier or their 
representative, or by a central training team with knowledge of the equipment. 

• It’s normal for a manufacturer to send technical personnel (such as engineers) to do the 
installation and commissioning, and a different person to do the user training
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4.  Conduct user training

What needs to be 
trained ? 

• Depending on complexity of equipment and staff’s previous experience
• good practices when handling the equipment
• basic do’s and don’ts
• how to operate the equipment
• symbols and markings on the system
• correct application of the equipment
• care, cleaning and decontamination
• safety procedures
• planned preventive maintenance (PPM) for users
• PPM and repair for maintenance staff

two-thirds of equipment malfunction is due to incorrect use by the operator…. . Faults with equipment 
are often due to the user re-assembling the unit or attaching accessories and consumables incorrectly.
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5.  Registration: store records of work

Add to the list of recurrent orders of equipment related supplies 

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

Enter new equipment file into equipment inventory
• incl. details on Acceptance Test (Acceptance Test Logsheet !)
• manufacturer, make, year of manufacture, warranty period (!),  …
• allocate inventory code number 

Label equipment with inventory code number and with an Equipment card. This is a piece of card or 
laminated sheet that is permanently kept with the equipment, or tied to it. It can provide users with a 
summary of the equipment care instructions, and a summary service history, with dates when inspections, 
testing, and servicing took place

Enter new equipment into Planned Preventive Maintenance schedule, for both user and maintenance staff

Store User and Service manuals in a safe place; make photocopies (get a digital version !)  

Check quantity of consumables in storage; determine required quantity, depending on frequency of use 
(e.g. a week’s or a month’s supply), cash flow, shelf life, climate and security.
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Equipment Acceptance Record 
Zambia Medical Equipment Management Guidelines 

september 2012
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6. Handover

Once initial training is over, the Commissioning Team issues the 
new equipment and a stock of accessories and consumables 
for immediate use to the relevant user department. 

This is the start of the Planned Preventive Maintenance period

dr. Chris R. Mol, BME, NORTEC, 2015 

= formal presentation of the equipment to he user department after acceptance
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END
The creation of this presentation was supported by a grant from THET: 

see  https://www.thet.org/

https://www.thet.org/
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